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Abstract—Inland waterways play an important role in the 

transportation of goods and passengers. But maneuvering vessels 
in this type of restricted area can be challenging due to the limited 
maneuverability and the presence of obstacles. Hence, these areas 
can be abstracted as constrained surfaces. The dynamic window 
approach (DWA) is a path planning strategy for real-time 
navigation in constrained environments that considers dynamic 
constraints. While the pivot point concept is a useful technique 
which analyze the spot that vessels rotate around. Concerning 
these two concepts, this paper proposes a real-time local path 
planning algorithm named retrofitted dynamic window approach 
(RDWA) for maneuvering inland vessels on constrained surfaces. 
The algorithm retrofitted the DWA to satisfy the control behavior 
constraints stemming from the limited maneuverability. Further, 
the pivot point technique is leveraged to enable the vessel to pivot 
around desired points. The algorithm is evaluated by simulations, 
which demonstrate the approach can pivot the vessel around a 
number of pre-defined points for more than 90 degrees and form 
an arc motion trajectory in less than three minutes. 

Keywords—dynamic window approach, pivot point, collision 
avoidance, confined surfaces, unmanned surface vehicles  

I. INTRODUCTION 
The field of navigation and control of unmanned surface 

vehicles (USVs) on constrained surfaces such as inland 
waterways and canals has long been an area of interest for 
researchers. A lot of progress has been made in researching and 
testing unmanned surface vehicles (USVs) [1]. Path planning is 
crucial in the USV navigation system, which highly indicates the 
intelligence level. Path planning can be categorized into global 
path planning and local path planning. Global path planning is 
mainly based on a known map and includes the A* algorithm 
[2], Dijkstra [3], etc. In contrast to global path planning, local 
path planning is often computed in real-time with unknown 
surroundings. For constrained surfaces such as a harbor where 
the environment prunes to dynamically change, a real-time path 
planning scheme is needed. The dynamic window approach 
(DWA) is a well-known local path planning strategy in terms of 
real-time navigation [4]. There are methods integrated with the 
fuzzy logic control algorithm and DWA to find an optimal path 
in complex environments [5, 6]. In [7], a path planning 
algorithm is proposed for USVs based on the improved DWA 

which incorporates the concept of obstacle search angle. A work 
from [8] studies ocean environmental factors like wave and 
redesigns the kinematic model of a USV and the evaluation 
function based on DWA. For USVs, the maneuverability 
constraints incorporate not only dynamic constraints, but also 
actuator constraints. However, the above studies are all based on 
velocity space sampling which means actuator constraints are 
not well considered. To meet the actuator constraints, a study 
modified the DWA which highlighted the design of candidate 
control behavior space is proposed in [9]. Nevertheless, this 
research has not emphasized the complexity of hydrodynamics 
which is essential for the USV’s motion model.  

The concept of pivot point has been frequently used in ship 
operation. It is a technique that allows a vessel to rotate around 
a certain point, i.e., the pivot point, to avoid collision while 
making sharp turning. When the water surface is constrained 
regarding maneuvering, the pivot point can be utilized to make 
a predictable turn [10]. It is shown in [11] that incorporates the 
vessel states and the pivot point information can successfully 
predict future vessel behavior. 

Inspired by the above studies, this paper proposes a real-time 
local path planning algorithm named retrofitted dynamic 
window approach (RDWA) which satisfies the control behavior 
constraints. Compared to traditional DWA, the discretization 
happens in the control space of the actuators, instead of the 
velocity space. More importantly, the algorithm leveraged the 
pivot point control technique and manage to allow the vessel to 
keep pivoting around a preset point for a certain angle. The 
method of the algorithm includes the aspects of control space 
discretization, trajectory prediction, and optimal control 
selection. More specifically, the pivot point control is 
incorporated into cost functions, which is an essential part of the 
optimal control selection process. The simulation result shows 
that the algorithm is able to pivot the vessel around preset points 
and form an arc motion trajectory which can release more 
maneuverability for USV on constrained surfaces.  

The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. 
Unmanned surface vehicle’s kinematic and dynamic models are 
given in Section II. The design of the RDWA algorithm 
integrated with the pivot point control is presented in Section III. 



Section IV validates the performance of the proposed method 
with three simulation scenarios. Section V concludes this paper. 

II. INLAND VESSEL MODEL 

A. The Maneuvering Model 
The vessel model used in this study is a scale model named 

Cogge which was designed after a barge [12]. As illustrated in 
Fig. 1, The 3-DOF kinematic model of Cogge in planar motion 
is given as follows, 

 �̇� = ℜ(𝜓)𝒗 (1) 

where 𝒗 = [𝑢, 𝑣, 𝑟]! is the velocity vector with 𝑢 denoting the 
surge velocity, 𝑣 denoting the sway velocity and 𝑟 denoting the 
yaw rate. Notice that the waterway current is assumed to be 
irrotational, and thus 𝒗 is the relative velocity compared to the 
velocity of the waterway current. 𝜼 = [𝑥, 𝑦, 𝜓]! is the position 
vector, and ℜ(𝜓) is the rotation matrix. 

 
Fig. 1. The 3-DOF kinematic model. 

As shown in Fig. 1, the thruster system of Cogge has two 
thrusters, namely, a four-channel stern thruster located at point 
𝑆  and a steering-grid bow thruster located at point 𝐵 . The 
distance from the vessel’s reference point 𝑂" to 𝐵 is denoted as 
𝑋#, while for S is 𝑋$. To have a clean expression, hereafter a 
subscript ‘𝑏/𝑠’ is used to indicate ‘bow or stern’. The state of 
the thruster system is represented by 𝒖 = [𝑛# , 𝛼# , 𝑛$, 𝛼$]! , 
where 𝑛#/$ and 𝛼#/$ denote the propeller speed and propulsion 
angle for bow or stern thrusters. According to [12], the steering 
mechanism of bow and stern thrusters can both rotate 360°. 
Moreover, based on the experimental analysis in and [13], the 
theoretical forces of bow and stern thrusters	are computed as 
follows, 

 𝜏# = 7 ∙ 10&'𝑛#( − 0.0076𝑛#D𝑢( + (𝑣 + 𝑋)𝑟)( (2) 

 𝜏$ = 2.7 ∙ 10&*𝑛$( − 0.028𝑛$D𝑢( + (𝑣 + 𝑋+𝑟)( (3) 

With (2) and (3), the thruster system force vector 𝝉,-./$, is 
computed as, 

 𝝉,-./$, = I
𝜏#co s(𝛼#) + 𝜏$co s(𝛼$)
−	𝜏# sin(𝛼#) − 𝜏$si n(𝛼$)

−𝜏#𝑋)sin(𝛼#) + 𝜏$𝑋+si n(𝛼$)
O (4) 

Considering the assumptions made in [13], the 3-DOF 
dynamic model is given as follows, 

 (𝑴0) +𝑴1)�̇� + 𝑫(𝒗)𝒗 = 𝝉,-./$, (5) 

where 𝑴1  is the added mass matrix, and 𝑫(𝒗)  is the 
hydrodynamic damping matrix. 𝑴0)  is the rigid-body inertia 
matrix associated with 𝑚, 𝐼22, 𝑥3 where 𝑚 denotes the mass, 𝐼22 
denotes the moment of inertia, 𝑥3 is the center of the gravity. 
The form of 𝑴0) ,𝑴1, 𝑫(𝒗) are detailed in [14]. 

Considering (1), (4) and (5), 𝐗 = [𝜼, 𝒗]! is the state vector, 
the state update model is derived and briefly represented as a 
function 𝒇𝑿 as shown below, 

 �̇� = %	�̇��̇�	) = *
ℜ(𝜓)𝒗

(𝑴"# +𝑴$)%𝟏(𝝉𝑡ℎ𝑟𝑢𝑠𝑡 −𝑫(𝒗)𝒗)
3 = 𝒇𝑿(𝐗, 𝒖) (6) 

III. RDWA ALGORITHM 
For maneuvering vessels on constrained water surfaces, a 

robust, real-time path planning scheme is required. Integrated 
with the pivot point control technique, the RDWA is a real-time 
local path planning algorithm that satisfies the control behavior 
constraints. A concise illustration of the RDWA is presented in 
Fig. 2. First, besides restriction in terms of the thruster’s 
structural limitations, the control space is further restricted by 
the dynamic limitations concerning the current state of the USV. 
This restricted control space is then discretized which gives 
control samples. For each sample, a trajectory prediction will be 
made based on the kinematic and dynamic models. Finally, all 
the predicted trajectories will be assigned a cost. The control 
command with the lowest cost is selected and will be passed to 
the thruster system. 

 
Fig. 2. The flowchart of the RDWA.  



A. Control Space Discretization 
The control space is restricted concerning the thruster’s 

structural and dynamic limitations. The control domain of the 
Cogge is limited by its intrinsic structure and this gives the 
possible control space denoted as 𝑉$. To be noticed, the thrusters 
are both able to rotate 360 degrees, thus the propulsion angle is 
not constrained by any structural limitation. The possible control 
space is shown below,  

 𝑉$ = V(n9, 𝛼9, n:, 𝛼:)W
𝑛9	𝜖	[−𝑛#;<= , 𝑛#;<=], 𝛼9	𝜖	ℝ,
n:	𝜖	[−𝑛$;<= , 𝑛$;<=], 𝛼:	𝜖	ℝ

Z (7) 

where 𝛼#/$;<= and 𝑛#/$;<= are the maximum propulsion angles and 
the maximum propeller speeds for the bow or stern thrusters. 

Due to the limitation of the thruster’s acceleration and 
velocity, whether a control command is reachable or not in the 
near future depends on the current state of the thruster system. 
This limitation leads to a more restricted control space called the 
dynamic window control space denoted as 𝑉> and is shown as 
follows, 

 𝑉' =	

⎩
⎨

⎧
(n(, 𝛼(, n), 𝛼))<<

𝑛(	𝜖	[𝑛*+ − �̇�* ∙ Δ𝑡, 𝑛*+ + �̇�* ∙ Δ𝑡],
𝛼(	𝜖	[𝛼*+ − �̇�* ∙ Δ𝑡, 𝛼*+ + �̇�* ∙ Δ𝑡],
𝑛)	𝜖	[𝑛,+ − �̇�, ∙ Δ𝑡, 𝑛,+ + �̇�, ∙ Δ𝑡],
𝛼)	𝜖	[𝛼,+ − �̇�, ∙ Δ𝑡, 𝛼,+ + �̇�, ∙ Δ𝑡] ⎭

⎬

⎫
 (8) 

where 𝑛#/$< , 𝛼#/$< , �̇�#/$, �̇�#/$  are the current propeller speeds, 
current propulsion angles, maximum propeller accelerations, 
maximum propulsion angular velocities, respectively for bow or 
stern thrusters, Δ𝑡 is the time step.  

The intersection of 𝑉$ and 𝑉> gives the restricted actuations 
𝑉., as shown below, 

 𝑉. = 𝑉$ ∩ 𝑉> (9) 

When the restricted control space 𝑉. is determined, it can be 
further discretized. In this process, resolution numbers 
𝑀,𝑁,𝑂, 𝑃 are used. For bow thruster, the propeller speed 𝑛# 
can be evenly discretized into 𝑁  number of values, and the 
propulsion angle 𝛼# can be evenly discretized into 𝑀 number of 
values. And the stern thruster has the same process with 
resolution numbers 𝑂 and 𝑃. The discretization process results 
in a discretized control space 𝑉.>  which has a number of 
𝑀 ×𝑁 × 𝑂 × 𝑃 control samples of [𝑛# , 𝛼# , 𝑛$, 𝛼$]!.	

B. Trajectory Prediction 
Based on the control command samples provided by the 

discretized control space 𝑉.>, the trajectory prediction is made. 
It is assumed that the control command remains constant during 
the prediction time duration 𝑡? , which needs to be chosen as 
follows, 

 𝑡? = 𝑡@ + 𝑛 ∙ Δ𝑡(𝑛𝜖ℕ) (10) 

where 𝑡@  denotes the current time stamp while making the 
prediction, and 𝑛 is a natural number to be chosen.  

The initial state vector is represented as 𝐗A!, 𝒖$B denotes one 
control command sample from 𝑉.>. According to (6), after one 
time step Δ𝑡, the new state is updated as below, 

 𝐗," = 𝐗A! + 𝒇𝑿d𝐗A! , 𝒖$Be ∙ Δ𝑡 (11) 

Moreover, the end state of period 𝑡? is computed as below, 

 𝐗A# = 𝐗A! +∑ 𝒇𝑿d𝐗A$ , 𝒖$Be ∙ Δ𝑡
𝒏
𝒊F𝟏  (12) 

As shown in Fig. 3, regarding the current state 𝜼@ of USV, 
with a sample actuation 𝒖$B, one trajectory can be predicted for 
a time period 𝑡?. The end position of this trajectory prediction is 
𝜼? = [𝑥?, 𝑦?, 𝜓?]! with a global coordinate 𝑃? = [𝑥?, 𝑦?]!. 

 
Fig. 3. Trajectory prediction for one actuation sample. 

C. Optimal Control Selection 
Cost functions are used to evaluate the trajectory predictions. 

The trajectory which has the lowest cost will be selected as the 
control command to be sent to the thruster system. For each cost 
function, there is a corresponding weight factor. Total cost is 
computed as follows, 

 𝑐, = 𝑤H ∙ 𝑐- +𝑤( ∙ 𝑐$B (13) 

where 𝑐- and 𝑐$B are heading cost and stay pivot cost, 𝑤H and 
𝑤( are weight factors of the corresponding costs. 

1) Heading cost 
The purpose of using heading cost is to adjust the vessel’s 

heading to align the vessel with the goal. The goal in the global 
frame is 𝑃3 = i𝑥3, 𝑦3j

!
. The goal angle is computed as follows, 

 𝜓3 = 𝑎𝑟𝑐𝑡𝑎𝑛 l=%&=&
I%&I&

m (14) 

The heading cost is proportional to the absolute value of the 
gap between 𝜓? and 𝜓3, and is computed as follows, 

 𝑐- = n𝜓3 −𝜓?n (15) 

2) Stay pivot cost 
The pivot point is a special point on the centerline of the 

vessel at which the instantaneous lateral speed is zero, where the 
centerline is defined as the straight line running from bow to 
stern of the vessel, midway between the starboard and port sides. 
As illustrated in Fig. 4, the vessel is pivoting around a point for 



different scenarios, i.e., (a) before the bow, (b) on the body, (c) 
after the stern. The pivot point’s location is useful for 
maneuvering vessels to make sharp turns on constrained 
surfaces such as a narrow waterway. Moreover, if the pivot 
point’s location can be controlled or preset for navigation, the 
future motion is therefore also under control. Hence, in this 
study, instead of computing the location of the pivot point to 
make a prediction, the pivot point is controlled directly by 
presetting the desired point for pivoting in the local and global 
frame.  

  
Fig. 4. Vessel pivoting scenarios regarding the pivot point and the coordinate 
of the vessel’s reference point. 

First, the concept of pivot points in the local and global frame 
is distinguished. The local pivot point denoted as 𝑃𝑃J  can be 
seen as a point on the extension of the vessel body. While the 
global pivot point denoted as 𝑃𝑃K is a stationary point preset in 
the global coordinate frame. For all scenarios presented in Fig. 
4, the 𝑃𝑃J  and 𝑃𝑃K	  have coincided in the global frame. 
Compared to Fig. 5, the 𝑃𝑃J and 𝑃𝑃K	 do not coincide. 

 
Fig. 5. Local pivot point and the global pivot point are not coincided. 

To control the pivot point’s position means to keep 𝑃𝑃J =
[𝑥J , 𝑦J]! overlapping with 𝑃𝑃K = [𝑥K , 𝑦K]! in the global frame. 
𝑃𝑃JK = [𝑥JK , 𝑦JK]! is the transformation result of 𝑃𝑃J from local 
frame to global frame. To be noticed, the transformation is based 
on the end position of one trajectory prediction which is denoted 
before as 𝑃?. The transformation process is computed as below,  

 𝑃𝑃JK = ℜ(𝜓?) ∙ 𝑃𝑃J + 𝑃?  (16) 

The stay pivot cost 𝑐$B is proposed to stimulate the vessel’s 
movement to minimize the distance between 𝑃𝑃K  and 𝑃𝑃JK 
while the vessel is yawing and is computed as follows, 

 𝑐$B = D(𝑦K − 𝑦JK)( + (𝑥K − 𝑥JK)( (17) 

IV. RESULT AND DISCUSSION 
The simulations are performed with a 2.4 GHz 8-Core Intel 

Core i9 CPU and 16 GB RAM, using Python 3.7.6. The USV in 
this study featured a rectangular rigid body and its rigid body 
matrix 𝑴0)  related parameters and other parameters of the 
algorithm are listed in Table I. The weight factors regarding the 
cost functions of RDWA are given in Table II. The 
hydrodynamic parameters of 𝑴1, 𝑫(𝒗)  are estimated by the 
system identification experiments in [13]. The location of the 
USV is represented by a black rectangle. The related local pivot 
point is represented by a red dot. The trajectory of the vessel’s 
reference point is represented by the green curve. The global 
pivot point, the pivot goal and the position of the vessel’s 
reference point are represented by the black crosses. 

TABLE I.  PARAMETERS OF THE ALGORITHM 

Parameters Values Units 
𝑚 590 𝑘𝑔 
𝑥! 1.25 𝑚 
𝐼"" 2074 𝑘𝑔𝑚# 
𝐿 (length), 𝐵 (beam) 4.8, 0.63 𝑚 
𝑋$, 𝑋% 2.61, 0.63 𝑚 
𝑛&'(), 𝑛*'()	 800, 1500 𝑟𝑝𝑚 
�̇�&, �̇�* 130, 60 𝑟𝑝𝑚/𝑠 
�̇�&, �̇�* 0.70, 0.42 𝑟𝑎𝑑/𝑠 
Δ𝑡, 𝑡+ 1, 8 𝑠 
𝑀,𝑁, 𝑂, 𝑃, 𝑛 3, 3, 3, 3, 7 - 

TABLE II.  WEIGHT FACTORS OF THE RDWA 

Weight factor Related cost Values 

𝑤,  Heading cost 0.25 
𝑤# Stay pivot cost 0.75 

A. Scenario 1: Pivot Point on the Body 
This case concerns pivot point on the body. The initial 

position of the vessel’s reference point and its heading is 𝜼@ =
[−3,0,0]! (m, m, rad). The initial speed is 𝒗@ = [0,0,0]!  (m/s, 
m/s, rad/s). The initial state of the thruster is 𝒖@ = [0,0,0,0]!. 
The USV is aiming at aligning the body frame with the aligning 
goal 𝑃3 = [7,5]!  while pivoting around the global pivot point 
𝑃𝑃K = [−1,0]!. The local pivot point in the body frame is set as 
𝑃𝑃J = [2,0]!. As seen from Fig. 6: The stern thruster’s propeller 
speed increased to the maximum to pivot the USV and turned 
around its propulsion angle to decelerate the vessel before 
aligned with the pivot goal. The vessel’s surge speed was kept 
near zero all the time. While the yaw rate and sway speed had 
similar trends, as they respectively increased to near -0.1 rad/s 
and 0.2 m/s after 20 seconds and ceased to zero after 30 seconds. 
It can be seen that the USV was pivoting around a point on the 
body, while its centerline was gradually aligned with the pivot 
goal. During the motion, the local pivot point is well-coincided 
with the global pivot point which shows the algorithm can 
successfully maneuver the vessel to pivot around a point on the 
body for certain direction smoothly. 



 
Fig. 6. States and control inputs of USV for pivot point on the body. 

B. Scenario 2: Pivot Point before the Bow 
This simulation concentrated on making the USV pivot 

around a point before the bow. The initial position regarding the 
reference point of the vessel and its heading is 𝜼@ = [−3,0,0]! 
(m, m, rad). Initial speed is 𝒗@ = [0,0,0]!  (m/s, m/s, rad/s). The 
initial state of the thruster is 𝒖@ = [0,0,0,0]! . The USV is 
aiming at aligning the body frame with the aligning goal 𝑃3 =
[10,10]!  while pivoting around the global pivot point 𝑃𝑃K =
[5,0]!. The local pivot point in the body frame is set as 𝑃𝑃J =
[8,0]!. As seen from Fig. 7: The bow thruster’s propeller speed 
started to increase to the maximum and its propulsion angle was 
kept around 5 rad to pivot the USV. It turned around its 

propulsion angle after 140 seconds to decelerate before aligning 
with the pivot goal. The stern thruster’s propeller speed was kept 
around 500 rpm with a propulsion angle near -2 rad. The vessel’s 
surge speed was kept near zero for the whole maneuvering 
duration. While the yaw rate and sway speed had similar trends, 
as they respectively kept around -0.17 rad/s and 0.1 m/s during 
20 to 130 seconds and ceased to zero after 150 seconds. It can 
be seen that the USV was pivoting around a point before the 
bow. While the USV’s centerline was gradually aligned with the 
pivot goal. During the motion, the local pivot point is well-
coincided with the global pivot point. In general, the algorithm 
can successfully maneuver the vessel to pivot for certain degrees 
in a smooth way and form an arc trajectory.

 
Fig. 7. States and control inputs of USV for pivot point before the bow. 

C. Scenario 3: Pivot Point after the Stern 
In this scenario, the simulation focuses on making the USV 

pivot around a point before the bow. The initial position 
regarding the reference point of the vessel and its heading is 
𝜼@ = [7,0,0]! (m, m, rad). Initial speed is 𝒗@ = [0,0,0]!  (m/s, 
m/s, rad/s). The initial state of the thruster is 𝒖@ = [0,0,0,0]!. 
The USV is aiming at aligning the body frame with the aligning 
goal 𝑃3 = [−4,10]!  while pivoting around the global pivot 
point 𝑃𝑃K = [5,0]!. The local pivot point in the body frame is 

set as 𝑃𝑃J = [−2,0]!.  As seen from Fig. 8: The bow and stern 
thruster’s propeller speeds were both increased to the maximum 
after 15 seconds. While the yaw rate and sway speed had a 
similar trend, as they respectively increased to around 0.07 rad/s 
and 0.15 m/s during 0 to 40 seconds, started to drop evidently 
after 45 seconds, and ceased to near zero at 60 seconds. In 
general, the algorithm can successfully maneuver the vessel to 
pivot around a point after the stern for certain degrees. 



 
Fig. 8. States and control inputs of USV for pivot point after the stern. 

V. CONCLUSION 
A retrofitted dynamic window approach integrated with the 

pivot point control technique for maneuvering inland vessels in 
constrained environments is proposed in this paper. A 3-DOF 
maneuvering model of Cogge is utilized to exert the algorithm. 
And its control behavior constraints are satisfied by concerning 
the control space of the actuators instead of the velocity space. 
The algorithm utilized the pivot point technique and successfully 
manage to make the vessel keep pivoting around a preset point 
for a certain angle. As shown in the simulation, the USV 
integrated with the RDWA is able to pivot around pre-defined 
points which include points before the bow, on the body and 
after the stern for more than 90 degrees in less than three 
minutes. And the motion of the USV forms an arc pattern 
trajectory. In general, the algorithm gives more maneuverability 
for USV on constrained surfaces. 

Future work can concentrate on exerting experiments in real 
life since environmental disturbances such as wind and waves 
can be challenging. It is also interesting to have an automatic 
selection system of the pivot point based on the surrounding 
situation of the vessel, which will directly involve the pivot point 
technique in collision avoidance. 
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